e-Portfolio Final Project Presentation Rubric
Student Name
Category

The
Presentation

Required
Details

Effective Use
of the Tool /
App

Mechanics

Redo for
Mastery

Approaching
Mastery

Mastery

Above Mastery

The presentation The author has created a The author has created anThe author has created
lacks flow. The
presentation with the
engaging presentation thaan engaging
elements and
necessary elements, but captures attention and
presentation. The design
content are too
could improve the
the design and layout
and layout show good
difficult for readers design and layout. The show thought and care. use of colors, space,
to understand.
design is either
Only 1 or 2 of the design effects, sound,
overwhelming or lacks elements may detract
animation, and/or
depth.
from the content or are
transitions. These
unnecessary.
elements do not detract
from the content.
The presentation isThe presentation is
The presentation is
The presentation is
incomplete only
mostly complete with 2 complete but needs a few complete and does an
showcasing the
modules needing more more details to add clarity exemplary job of
author’s work in 2 details and descriptions. or depth.
showcasing the author’s
modules.
reflection and growth
throughout the course.
The presentation
includes artifacts and
samples from each
module accompanied by
audio commentary. The
author describes future
application.
The author does The author uses a tool or The author uses a tool or The author creates a
not use a tool or app approved by an
app approved by an
presentatio that
app approved by instructor. The
instructor. The
showcases various
an instructor.
presentation shows
presentation showcases features of the tool or
major problems with the a few features of the
app in an engaging way.
use of the features of the tool/app but a little more The author uses a tool or
tool/app. More practice practice with the tool/app app approved by an
is needed.
instructor.
is needed.
The assignment The assignment has
The assignment has 2 to The presentation is free
3 grammar and spelling of grammar and spelling
has several
more than 4 grammar
errors.
grammar and
and spelling errors.
errors.
spelling errors that
make the
presentation
nearly unreadable.

